ABSTRACT. Let Tn(a) = (a,_y)"/=0 be the finite Toeplitz matrices generated by the Laurent expansion of an arbitrary rational function, and let on = {\nQ, . . . , \j"} be the corresponding sets of eigenvalues of Tn(f). Define a sequence of measures an, un(E) = (n + 1)2^
identified. For all points in the support of a which are not atoms the results of [4] show that the support of a is equal to the set B. These results, along with those appearing in [2] , complete for / a rational generating function, the results of which are obtained by [5] and [4] when/is a Laurent polynomial,/(z) = -Lh_kanzn,h,k>\.
1. Definitions. We assume that (1.1) m = Gs(z)¡Dk(z)Fh(z)
where Gs(z), Dk(z), and Fh(z) are polynomials with no common factors of exact degree s, k, and h respectively. We follow the convention that Dk(z)=n (* -s<)> ph(z) -n o -pT iz). i=i i=i the roots of Dk(z) lying in the set |z| </?j, and those of Fh(z) in the set |z| > R2>R1. We assume that k > 1, and if h = 0 that s > k + 1, so that if s < k <«>}.
The conditions we assume with respect to the degrees of the polynomials Gs(z), Dk(z), and Fh(z) result in a Laurent series representation which has nonvanishing coefficients for both positive and negative powers of z so that the matrices Tn(f)
are not triangular. (1.4) i=l C0(X) = a,a -Xb, or -Xb according to whether s>k + h, =k+h, or <k + h. Note,Ms the coefficient of zk+h of Dk(z)Fh(z), and a is the coefficient of zs of G4(z). If s < k + A there is one value of X for which Gk+m(X, z) has less than k + m roots. Excluding the single possible value of X for which the degree of Gk+m(X, z) is less than k + m, we will always assume that for fixed X the roots r¡(X) of Gk+m(X, r) = 0 are indexed by increasing modulus so that |r,(X)|<|r2(X)K...<|rfc+m(X)|.
Define the set C = {X: |rk(X)| = \rk+1(X)\}. The principal result of [2] is that the set C consists of a finite number of nondegenerate analytic arcs and that the sets B and C are equal.
2. Uniqueness of the limit measure a. We will make use of the following theorem from potential theory [1] . Theorem 2.1. /fa, and a2 are two measures in the X-plane such that JloglX -T|£/a,(r) = j* log|X -T\da2(r)
everywhere except for a set of X's of two-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero, then a, = a2.
By the definition of the set B and the equality of the sets B and C, if N is any neighborhood of C, then the support of the measures an is contained in N provided n is sufficiently large. We may therefore easily prove the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. If a is any weak limit of the measures an, then the support of a is contained in C.
Proof. If for some weak limit a the support of a is not contained in C, there would exist a continuous function / of compact support having empty intersection with C such that / fda =£ 0. But there exists a neighborhood N of C having empty intersection with the support off. Consequently for n sufficiently large, / fdan = 0. So lim" ffdan = 0 # / fda, which is a contradiction.
We know from results in [2] that the set C consists of a finite number of analytic arcs and so is a set of two-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero. Let f(z) -X be as in (1.2). If X G C and X G Q (1.3), the fundamental identity of [2] states that Proof. If a is any weak limit of the measures a", by (2.6), /log|X-T|rf(v(r) = log|G(X)l except for a set of two-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero. Consequently by Theorem 2.1 the measure a is unique.
3. The structure of the limit measure a. In this section we show that the limit measure a can have at most two atoms. For all other indices / ¥= I0, there are at least d' + 1 roots r,(X) near zero appearing in the factor nie/r((X). Therefore for all / # /0' (3.6) C0(X)n+1 u r,(X)"+1 -\a'l»+m*+*') . 0(i). If 5 = ft then again, by (3.4), C0(X)n^+^ r,(X) = 0(1) for small IX I, but this contradicts the fact that log |C0(X)n^+j r,(X)| -* -~. The only possibility that remains is that f(z) = Gs(z)/Dk(z)Fh(z) with s <k. But then X = 0 is an atom of the second type. This completes the proof of the theorem.
An example of a function with two atoms is the following. Let
where a is any number such that the moduli of the roots of the denominator are distinct. Then X = 0 is an atom of weight 2/(2 + 2) = 1/2. Since f(z) -1 = (z -I-a)/D2(z)F2(z), X = 1 is an atom of weight 1/(2 + 1) = 1/3. More generally the reader may verify that there exists a rational function whose limit measure a has atoms at two arbitrary points in the X-plane of arbitrary fractional weight as long as the sum of these weights is less than one. I. I. Hirschman in his paper [4] derives an explicit formula for the limit measure a when the generating function / is a Laurent polynomial. To do so he makes use of the result that the support of any limit measure a is contained in the set C which consists of a finite number of nondegenerate analytic arcs. He proves that for X G C that lim Dn+'(/-X)/D"(f-X) = G(X) # 0 n exists. By means of this function he derives a formula which shows that the limit measure is unique, has support of all of C, and is absolutely continuous. His proof may be applied to the case we are considering except in one situation. His analysis requires that there do not exist any atoms in the limit measure. To do this he must show that G(X) -+* 0 as X tends to any point in C. continuous. J. L. Ullman has shown for the Laurent polynomial case that C is connected [6] . His proof may be applied here. The significance of connectedness in the case that a is apparent. It is not known whether or not the set C may separate the plane.
